Powering Independent Learning
English
Pick an animal and either draw it or stick a
picture of it on some paper and write
adjectives around it to describe the
animal. Once you have written your
adjectives. Pick 5 of your adjectives and
put them into sentences, e.g The tiger has
stripy fur.

Maths

Topic

Estimate the length of different objects in
your house and then measure them with a
ruler to see if you were correct.

In Science we are learning all about Animals.
Can you make a poster all about your
favourite animal, it must include : a title, a
picture, what they eat, what type of animal
they are e.g mammal, fish, bird, reptile or
amphibian, where they come from and some
interesting facts.

Go to:
Pick 10 nouns (objects) in your house and
write them as plurals. remember to add or
es. e.g cup -> cups, table -> tables,
glass -> glasses

https://ww.deepeningunderstanding.co.uk/ and

log in to your account using your username
and password that will be stuck into the
front of your reading diary. Complete the ‘
Tens and Ones to 50’ task assigned to you.

Pick one of the 4 countries of The United
Kingdom and make a fact poster all about
that country. You might want to include
famous places to visit in the country, the
capital city, popular food from that country, the flag of your country and dome
facts

Go to
Write 3 or more sentences about something you have done over the weekend.
Remember to use your capital letters, finger spaces, full stops, neat handwriting and
phonics.

Go to Phonics Play website - https://
www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/5/
dragons-den and Play the dragons egg game
with all phase 5 sounds! If you are finding
phase 5 tricky then try the phase 3
sounds.

https://ww.deepeningunderstanding.co.uk/

and log in to your account using your
username and password that will be stuck
into the front of your reading diary. Complete the ‘ Representing Numbers to 50’
task assigned to you.
Pick a number from 1 – 30, how many ways
can you partition your number into a part
whole model?
Repeat this for 5 numbers

Have a look at a simple map of the United
Kingdom, name the 4 countries that make
up The UK and the capital cities. Keep
practicing at home and ask a grown up or
sibling to test you to see if you can
remember them.

Complete a Joe Wicks workout video for
PE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvPHOpzoEk5onAEbq40g
2-k

